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ABSTRACT
We analyze the controllability and observability (C/O)

of first principles-based numeric and reduced semi-analytic
PEMFC models, with emphasis on the effects of model reduc-
tion on these analyses. The numeric model is a partial differ-
ential equation (PDE) based model approximated by difference
equations, including both channels and both GDL of a PEMFC.
The reduced model uses a semi-analytic solution (SAS) method,
which is a combination of analytic and numeric solutions, gain-
ing physical intuition at lower computational cost. The C/O
analysis is based on linearizations around multiple operating
points of the numeric and the semi-analytic models. The results
indicate that stabilizability of the anode water states is possible.

1 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
The quantity of water within a polymer electrolyte mem-

brane fuel cell (PEMFC) directly affects its performance, effi-
ciency, and durability. High membrane humidity is desirable for
proton conductivity, yet excess liquid water in the anode has been
experimentally shown to be a cause of output voltage degrada-
tion. Liquid water occupies pore space in the gas diffusion layer
(GDL), impedes the diffusion of reactant flow towards the mem-
brane, and ultimately reduces the active fuel cell area, causing
performance degradation. While it is generally understood that
hydrophobicity of the GDL porous media facilitates liquid trans-
port from GDL to channel, the interaction between GDL and
channel liquid water has yet to be addressed from a controls per-
spective. This is a critical step for establishment of algorithms to
control liquid water within the fuel cell.

The model from [1] describing the multi-component (re-
actants, water), two-phase (vapor and liquid water), spatially-
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Figure 1. CONCEPTUAL SCHEMATIC SHOWING ACCUMULATION

OF LIQUID WATER IN THE GDL AND SUBSEQUENT FLOW TO THE

CHANNEL TO FORM REACTANT-BLOCKING FILM.

distributed, dynamic behavior across the GDL (Fig. 1) is em-
ployed to study C/O for fuel cell water management. The time-
varying constituent distributions in the GDL of each electrode
are described by three second-order parabolic PDEs for reactant
(oxygen in the cathode and hydrogen in the anode) concentra-
tion, water vapor concentration, and liquid water volume. The
electrochemical reactions on, and the mass transport through, the
catalyst-covered membrane couple the anode and cathode behav-
iors and, together with the channel conditions, provide the time-
varying boundary values for these PDEs.

The water (liquid and vapor) PDEs are coupled through the
evaporation/condensation rate. Liquid water occupies pore space
in the GDL, impedes the diffusion of reactant flow towards the
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membrane, and ultimately reduces the fuel cell active area [2],
causing performance degradation. Removal of accumulated liq-
uid water is necessary to regain performance, and is typically
accomplished by surging an inlet flow (e.g. anode H2 supply).

A C/O analysis based on linearization around different op-
erating points shows that it is mathematically possible to control
the GDL channel boundary conditions (BC) which is critical for
stabilization of the liquid water flooding in the anode channels.
It is demonstrated that the degree of coupling is affected by the
operating point. For example, greater controllability of the liq-
uid water modes is obtained when the channel condition is sub-
saturated than when it is saturated. On the other hand, during
anode flooding (which is associated with channel vapor satura-
tion), the GDL anode liquid water becomes uncontrollable, yet
observability is gained using cell voltage output.

2 FUEL CELL MODEL
Due to space limitations, only a summary of the first prin-

ciples model for the anode will be provided here. The details of
the model are identical to those presented in [1], and validation
of the model can be found in [3].

We proceed with a one-dimensional treatment focusing on
the anode, using the following assumptions:

1. The model is spatially isothermal;
2. Convective flow of the gases in the GDL is neglected;
3. Mass transport is in 1D, normal to the membrane;
4. Water transport out of the anode channel is in vapor form.

We designate x as the spatial variable, with x=0 correspond-
ing to the membrane location and x=L corresponding to the an-
ode channel location, and we let t denote time.

The state variables are as follows:

1. cH2(x, t) is the hydrogen concentration (mol/m3) at time t at
a cross-section of the GDL located at x, 0 ≤ x ≤ L;

2. cv,an(x, t) is the concentration of water vapor at time t at a
cross-section of GDL located at x, 0 ≤ x ≤ L;

3. s(x, t) is the fraction of liquid water volume VL to the total
pore volume Vp, s = VL

Vp
. s is thus a concentration-like vari-

able for the liquid water at time t, at a cross-section of GDL
located at x, 0 ≤ x ≤ L.

A useful variable, S(x,t) is the reduced water saturation at
time t at a cross-section of the GDL located at x, 0 ≤ x ≤ L,

S(x, t) �

{ s(x,t)−sim
1−sim

for s(x,t) ≥ sim,

0 for s(x,t) < sim.
(1)

The condensed liquid accumulates in the GDL until the liq-
uid water ratio surpasses the immobile saturation (sim), at which
point capillary flow will carry it to an area of lower capillary
pressure (toward the GDL-channel interface). Taken from [4],
the value chosen for the immobile saturation is sim=0.1.

Taken from [4], and simplified in [1], the molar fluxes are
driven entirely by the presence of a concentration gradient (i.e.
diffusion), since bulk flow (convection) is neglected:

NH2 = −DH2(s)
∂cH2

∂x
, Nv = −Dv(s)

∂cv,an

∂x
, (2)

where Dv(s) and DH2(s) are the effective diffusivities for water
vapor and hydrogen which depend on the water saturation, s,

D j(s) = Dε, j(1− s)2 ≈ Dε, j(1− sim)2 � Dsim
v , (3)

where Dε, j is a constant that depends on GDL porosity (ε).

2.1 Gas Diffusion Layer Model
The gas constituent conservation equations are,

∂cH2

∂t
= −

∂NH2

∂x
,

∂cv,an

∂t
= −

∂Nv

∂x
+ rv(cv,an), (4)

where rv is the evaporation rate defined as,

rv(cv,an) =

{
γ(csat

v − cv,an) for s > 0,
min{0,γ(csat

v − cv,an)} for s = 0

where γ is the volumetric condensation coefficient and csat
v is the

vapor saturation concentration. Note that evaporation can only
occur if there is liquid water (s > 0) in the GDL.

The flow of liquid water is driven by the capillary pressure
(pc) gradient due to accumulation of liquid water in the GDL,

Wl = −εA f cρ
KKrl

μl

∂pc

∂x
, (5)

where μl (kg/ms) is the liquid viscosity, A f c (m2) is the fuel cell
active area, K is the material-dependent absolute permeability
(m2), and the relative liquid permeability is Krl = S3. The capil-
lary pressure pc (Pa) is a fitted third-order polynomial in S(x,t),
the liquid water saturation,

pc = βpc
(
1.417S−2.12S2+ 1.263S3) , (6)

where βpc is a function of surface tension, absolute permeability,
viscosity, and porosity [4].

To facilitate analysis, (5) is rewritten as,

Wl = −εA f cρl
K
μl

S3 d pc

dS
dS
dx

≈−εA f cρlb1Sb2
dS
dx

, (7)

using an approximation K
μl

S3 d pc
dS ≈ b1Sb2 , where b1 and b2 are

fitted parameters.
Conservation of liquid mass is employed to determine the

rate of liquid accumulation,

∂s
∂t

= −
1

εA f cρl

∂Wl

∂x
−

Mv

ρl
rv(cv,an), (8)

where Mj is the molar mass of constituent j.
Combining (2) with (4) provides the two second-order par-

abolic PDEs that govern the anode reactant and water vapor con-
centrations,
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∂cH2

∂t
=

∂

∂x

(
Dsim

H2

∂cH2

∂x

)
, (9)

and

∂cv,an

∂t
=

∂

∂x

(
Dsim

v
∂cv,an

∂x

)
+ rv(cv,an). (10)

A similar result is found from (7) and (8) for s,
∂s
∂t

=
∂

∂x

(
b1Sb2

∂S
∂x

)
−

Mv

ρl
rv(cv,an). (11)

2.2 Boundary Conditions
For cH2(x, t), mixed Neumann-Dirichlet type boundary con-

ditions are imposed. The channel (ch) BC is,

cH2 |x=L = cch
H2

= pch
H2

/(R T ) , (12)

where R is the universal gas constant, T is the temperature, and
the anode channel hydrogen partial pressure, pch

H2
, depends on the

control, ū, as discussed in Sec. 2.3. The membrane (mb) BC is,

∂cH2

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=0

= −
1

Dsim
H2
|x=0

·
i(t)
2F

= −
Nrct

H2

Dsim
H2
|x=0

, (13)

where rct indicates the reaction of H2 at the anode catalyst, which
depends on current density i, and F is Faraday’s constant.

For cv,e(x, t), similar mixed BC are imposed (e = an,ca):

cv,e|x=L = cch
v,e = pch

v,e/(R T ) , (14)

∂cv,an

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=0

=
−Nmb

Dsim
v

∂cv,ca

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=0

=
Nrct

v −Nmb

Dsim
v

, (15)

where Nrct
v = i

2F is from the formation of H2O at the cathode
catalyst and the membrane water molar flux Nmb is governed by
electro-osmotic drag and back diffusion, which are driven by cur-
rent density i(t) (A/m2) and the gradient in cv,e across the mem-
brane, respectively. The model for Nmb used here is from [2].

Finally, for the liquid water PDE, mixed BC are again im-
posed. Specifically, since water passing into the GDL from the
membrane is in vapor form due to the assumed presence of a
micro-porous barrier layer,

∂S
∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=0

= 0. (16)

Due to the hydrophobicity of the GDL material, it is as-
sumed that the liquid water at the channel will take a small, non-
zero, value. In [5] it is shown that control of the channel water
mass to a constant results in a stable GDL water distribution, thus
the channel liquid boundary condition is assumed to be

S(L,t) = constant ≥ 0. (17)

2.3 Anode Channel Equations
For the anode channel, the governing equations for hydrogen

and water are:

dmch
H2

/dt = W in
H2

−Wout
H2

+WGDL
H2 ,

dmch
w /dt = W GDL

w − (Wout
v −Win

v ).
(18)

For generally humidified anode inlet flow, with relative hu-
midity (RHin) and prescribed inlet flow rate (W in

H2
), the inlet water

mass flow rate is,

W in
v =

Pin
v

Pin
H2

Mv

MH2

W in
H2

(19)

where Pin
v = RHinPsat , and Pin

H2
is the pressure of the dry inlet gas.

The H2 and water vapor partial pressures, which represent
the channel side GDL BC, are calculated from:

pch
H2

=
mch

H2
R T

MH2V ch
an

,

pch
v = min

{
mch

v R T
MvV ch , psat

v

}
,

pch = pch
H2

+ pch
v .

(20)

The anode exit flow rate to the ambient (amb) is modeled as a
linearly proportional nozzle equation,

W out = ū · kout(pch − pamb), (21)

where kout is an experimentally determined nozzle orifice con-
stant and ū is a controllable valve flow 0≤ū≤1 to remove accu-
mulated channel water and, unfortunately, hydrogen,

W out
H2

=
mch

H2

mch W out ,

W out
v = W out −Wout

H2
,

(22)

where mch = mch
H2

+ pch
v V chMv/(R T ).

The hydrogen and water mass flow rate from the GDL to the
channel are calculated using:

W GDL
H2

= −εA f cMH2

(
Dsim

H2

∂cH2

∂x

)∣∣∣∣
x=L

,

(23)

W GDL
w =−εA f c

(
ρlb1Sb2

∂S
∂x

+ MvDsim
v

∂cv

∂x

)∣∣∣∣
x=L

.

3 THE SEMI-ANALYTIC SOLUTIONS MODEL
The Semi-Analytic Solution model from [1] and [5] is sum-

marized here for reference.

3.1 The Water Vapor Solution
The steady-state solutions implemented for the cathode and

anode GDL water vapor distributions are,

cv,an(x, t) = α1eβx + α2e−βx + csat
v , (24)

cv,ca(x, t) = ν1eβx + ν2e−βx + csat
v , (25)

where

β =
√

γ/Dsim
v . (26)

The αi are functions of the membrane water vapor transport
(Nmb) and the anode channel condition,
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α1eβL + α2e−βL = cch
v,an − csat

v ,

α1 −α2 = −Nmb/βDsim
v .

(27)

Determination of Nmb requires knowledge of the water vapor
concentrations on both sides of the membrane, which are found
from

cmb
v,an = (α1 + α2)+ csat

v ,

cmb
v,ca = (ν1 + ν2)+ csat

v ,

(28)

where the mb signifies the value is taken at the membrane (x=0).
The νi, similar to the αi, are dependent upon Nmb and the cathode
channel condition, but are additionally influenced by the water
vapor reaction term Nrct

v ,

ν1e−βL + ν2eβL = cch
v,ca − csat

v

ν1 −ν2 = (−Nmb + Nrct
v )/βDsim

v .

(29)

3.2 Liquid Water Governing Equation
An alternate form of the liquid water distribution in the

porous medium is obtained by replacing the cv,an(x,t) coupling
term in (11) by its steady-state solution (24) (the time constant
of the water vapor has been show to be multiple orders of mag-
nitude faster than that of the liquid water). Thus for s ≥ sim,

∂s
∂t

=
∂

∂x

(
b1Sb2

∂S
∂x

)
+

Mvγ

ρl
(α1eβx + α2e−βx), (30)

and for 0 < s < sim

∂s
∂t

=
Mvγ

ρl
(α1eβx + α2e−βx). (31)

Figure 2 demonstrates that the steady-state solutions to the
water PDEs lead to an exponential form for the vapor and a frac-
tional power polynomial for the liquid. As shown in the figure,
variation in the water vapor channel-side BC affects the liquid
water distribution in addition to the obvious influence on the wa-
ter vapor. When the channel water vapor is at saturation (dash-
dot line in Fig. 2), the anode GDL-channel liquid water flow is
high, and flooding occurs. Lowering the channel water vapor to
cch∗

v , the distributions change to the solid line, and liquid accu-
mulation stops because GDL-channel flow ceases. Continuous
channel water vapor conditions below cch∗

v result in movement
of the two-phase water (liquid and vapor) front from x f r = L
to an equilibrium point within the GDL x f r < L (dashed line).
Derivation, analysis, and discussion of the mobile front model
and related mass transport claims is addressed in [3].

4 CONTROLLABILITY/OBSERVABILITY
In [2], the six 2nd-order PDEs describing reactant and water

dynamics in both GDL are approximated by a coarse 3-section
spatial discretization of the GDL. The channel mass balance
ODEs in each electrode are added to the GDL subsystem, leading
to a 24-state numeric model of ordinary differential-difference
equations (full numeric model).
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Figure 2. ANODE DISTRIBUTION OF LIQUID WATER RATIO FOR

VARYING CHANNEL WATER VAPOR CONCENTRATIONS.

In the SAS, a combination of the quasi steady-
state analytic solutions for the gas constituents
(cH2(x),cO2(x),cv,an(x),cv,ca(x)) with the water saturation
(s(x, t)) numeric differential algebraic equation (DAE) is cre-
ated. Within the SAS, there is a further reduction since the
amount of liquid water present in the cathode GDL does not
influence the anode water distributions (as long as sca > 0). We
therefore propose both 10-state and 7-state reduced models.

A C/O analysis will determine whether it is mathematically
possible to control the GDL channel BC to obtain (17), which is
critical for stabilization of the system. If the channel water mass
can be controlled to a constant value, then the GDL liquid distri-
bution will be stable ( [1]). Further, it will be shown that if the
channel liquid water mass can be brought to zero, controllabil-
ity of the GDL liquid modes will be obtained. Additionally, this
study will indicate the input(s) best-suited to obtain this control
objective and the output(s) required.

Linearization of both the numeric 24-state model, and the
reduced order SAS models (10-state and 7-state), allows genera-
tion of a state-space model form and use of C/O measures,

ẋ = Ax + Bu y = Cx + Du.

Since the analysis is based upon a linearized system of switch-
ing nonlinear equations, the local C/O for three scenarios will
be considered; s(L, t) < sim (receding front), s(L,t) = sim (bor-
derline non-flooding), and for net liquid flow into the channel
(flooding with s(L, t) > sim).

4.1 Choice of Controllability-Observability Test
A number of C/O tests exist, ranging from the simple C/O

matrix rank tests to computation of the respective grammians to
determine if they are positive definite.

In spite of the removal of many of the fast (GDL) states, the
fast channel states remain, and thus the stiff system characteris-
tics of our model lead to an unavoidably (short of time-scaling)
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large condition number. Unit scaling was performed to reduce
the condition number, but even the minimum condition number
(κmin), represented by

κmin =
λmax

i

λmin
i

, with κ �
σmax

i

σmin
i

, (32)

where σ and λ are the singular values and eigenvalues of the
linearized system matrix A, is on the order of 106. Condition
numbers of this magnitude are cause for concern, possibly caus-
ing large magnification of errors under matrix inversion due to
computer rounding or modeling error.

The basic C/O matrix rank analysis tests will be avoided here
due to their reliance on interpretation of the rank of matrices.
A large condition number makes interpretation of rank subjec-
tive, as a decision must be made regarding C/O based on singular
value relative magnitudes even though those values may on the
order of 1030. Further, the rank test does not provide information
on which modes of the system are controllable/observable.

The Popov-Belevitch-Hautus (PBH) eigenvalue test has the
benefit of being able of identifying C/O for each mode, because
the controllability test is simply,

rank[λiI−A B] = n ∀ λi ∈ C ,

where each eigenvalue is tested and full rank indicates controlla-
bility. The observability requirement of a mode uses,

rank

[
λiI−A

C

]
= n ∀ λi ∈ C .

The PBH eigenvalue method still requires rank determination of
a matrix with high condition number.

The PBH eigenvector test, on the other hand, provides a sim-
ple means to associate modes and their relative controllability,
yet does not require a matrix rank evaluation. The concept be-
hind the PBH eigenvector tests is based on considering the input
and output matrices as operators that map the modes of the sys-
tem to another space. If that space is the null space, then that
mode is uncontrollable or unobservable or both, depending upon
whether the input or output matrix was used in the test. Taken
from [6], these test can be represented by:

q̄A = λq̄ where q̄ is a LH (row) eigenvector of A,

from which q̄B=0 implies q̄ is an uncontrollable mode. Similarly,

Av̄ = λv̄ where v̄ is a RH (column) eigenvector of A,

and Cv̄=0 implies v̄ is an unobservable mode.
This mapping results in a scalar value for each mode against

each input or output vector in the matrices B and C. Further, the
magnitude of the scalar value can be interpreted as an indication
of the relative C/O of the mode versus a specific input/output.

It is demonstrated that the degree of coupling is affected by
the operating point. For example, with the inputs described in
Sec. 4.2, greater controllability of the liquid water modes is ob-
tained when the channel condition is sub-saturated than when it
is saturated. On the other hand, during anode flooding (which is
associated with channel vapor saturation), the GDL anode liquid
water becomes uncontrollable, yet observability is gained using
cell voltage output.

4.2 About Control Inputs and Outputs
The possible control inputs for our system are related to

channel constituent flow rates. In practice, both anode and cath-
ode inlet streams can be humidified, though it is typical in our
experiments to set the cathode inlet at 100% and the anode inlet
at nearly 0% relative humidity, respectively. For this study, the
general case of actuation via variably humidified inlet stream is
assumed for both electrodes.

Typical implementation methods for the reactant flow rates
include pressure control and flow control. In flow control, the
upstream pressure is held constant, and a valve opening position
is determined to provide the desired flow rate into the channel,

W in = u f low · kin(psource − pch), (33)

where u f low ∈ [0,1] is the position of the upstream valve, pch is
the total pressure in the channel, psource is the pressure upstream
of the channel inlet, and kin is an experimentally determined lin-
ear nozzle coefficient. In pressure control, the channel pressure
is controlled via an outlet valve opening,

W out = ū · kout
(

pch − pamb
)

, (34)

where ū ∈ [0,1] is the position of the downstream valve, Pamb is
the ambient pressure, and kout is another experimentally deter-
mined linear nozzle coefficient.

Since the end result in both cases can be related to reactant
excess ratios λH2 and λO2 , to maintain generality these will be
the final inputs considered in the analysis. The input function is,

u = g(RHin
an,RHin

ca,λH2 ,λO2). (35)

In line with the goal of establishing a model for anode wa-
ter control, the focus is on the anode channel inputs. The cathode
side inputs of oxygen excess ratio and inlet humidity are included
in the analysis, but it is shown that they have little effect on con-
trollability outside the O2 and N2 distributions. Further, the λO2

input is commonly used for fuel cell power control and O2 starva-
tion prevention, suggesting that it would be prudent to leave the
cathode inputs out of the anode side water control discussion.

In this work 12 cases are studied, combining variations in
operating point and degree of model order reduction. Table 1
lists the key cases considered (each condition from column one
is tested for each model of column 2). The reduced state mod-
els are included in the analysis to confirm that model reduction
has not adversely affected the C/O. Additionally, for the 10-state
model, 4 more tests combining the two practically available out-
puts were compared. The voltage output, based on a voltage
degradation prediction model ( [2]), and measurement of rela-
tive humidity (φ) in the channel were compared for flooding and
borderline cases. The point is to determine the effect on observ-
ability for each of these outputs alone, and together. The voltage
model enables the greatest range of observable states, due to its
dependence upon liquid water in the anode channel, concentra-
tions of oxygen, hydrogen, water vapor at the membrane, stack
current, and temperature (as shown in [2]),
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vcell = f (mch
w,an,c

mb
van,c

mb
v,ca,c

mb
H2

,cmb
O2

, Ist ,Tst), (36)

whereas relative humidity is only a function of water vapor con-
centration and temperature,

φ = f (cch
v,an,Tst). (37)

Table 1. CONTROLLABILITY/OBSERVABILITY CASES STUDIED

Condition Model

Flooding 24-state Full numeric model

Borderline 10-state SAS model (6 GDL + 4 channel states)

s[3]<sim 7-state SAS model (3 GDL + 4 channel states)

4.3 Surrogate States for Reduced Models
Residualization of the fast states by analytic solution to form

algebraic equations has an influence on the state matrices of
the fuel cell model. For example, in the full numeric 24-state
model, the water vapor was a dynamic state in each spatially-
discretized section. Upon implementation of the analytic solu-
tion for cv,an(x,t), the water vapor dynamic states are removed,
and the analytic solution is inserted into dynamic state equations
for san(x, t). Given identical operating conditions, the SAS re-
duced model has very different state equations, as shown by
(38)-(40). Residualization of the fast states has transferred the
contributions of the gas states in the full numeric model to the
remaining dynamic states in the reduced-order model that de-
termine their analytic solutions. These surrogate states are the
boundary conditions for the analytic solutions implemented.

When reducing the full numeric system to a reduced-order
system under non-flooding conditions, with Ist = 75A, Tst =
333K, RHin

an = 0, λH2 = 196%, and voltage output, the linearized
output matrix C is altered:

Cf ull = 0.747cv,an[1]+ 0.747cv,ca[1] (38)

+0.493cH2 [1]+ 20.9cO2[1],

Cred = 0.492cch
H2

+ 20.3cch
O2

+ 0.024mch
w,an. (39)

Using as an example the liquid saturation nearest the chan-
nel, the state equations also change,

ṡan[3] f ull = 0.11san[2]−0.13san[3]+ 0.016cv,an[3],

(40)
ṡan[3]red = 0.08san[2]−0.04san[3]+ 0.02mch

w,an.

The hydrogen, oxygen, and anode vapor contributions have been
related to their channel BC through the analytic solution, and are
represented by the associated channel states. The generation of
water at the membrane and high humidification of the cathode

inlet stream leads to a condition of constant flooding and super-
saturation in the cathode GDL. With the removal of the dynamic
water vapor states, the cathode GDL water vapor distribution is
influenced only through the membrane by the anode water vapor
distribution. In the full numeric model, membrane water content
is a function of the humidities in both anode and cathode at x = 0.
However, with the removal of water vapor states, Table 2 shows
that the water vapor concentration membrane gradient becomes
only a function of anode channel water vapor.

Table 2. OUTPUT MATRIX SURROGATE STATES

Removed State Surrogate State

cv,ca(x, t) mch
w,an

cv,an(x, t) mch
w,an

cO2(x, t) cch
O2

cH2(x, t) cch
H2

4.4 Controllability-Observability Results
Of foremost concern is that all the unstable modes are con-

trollable and observable. In [5] it was shown that the liquid wa-
ter states within the GDL are stable under any reasonable range
of conditions if the channel water mass state is bounded, yet
the channel liquid water mass can experience unbounded growth
from bounded inputs. This anode channel instability leads to
voltage degradation in the short term, and will cause fuel cell
shut down if not addressed.

The results of the PBH eigenvector tests for the various
model cases and condition sets are shown in Tables 3 and 4. In
the table headings, the number refers to the number of states in
the model (24 is the full numeric model). The letter (in the ob-
servability table) indicates the output used (Voltage and/or Hu-
midity of anode channel). The modes column references mode
groupings of states. Due to the nature of the difference-equation
generated modes and the model, states of the same class (H2 con-
centration, anode liquid water, etc.) tend to form modes together.

The C/O tests for the various cases result in the following
conclusions (from data shown in Tables 3, 4):

1. Under flooding conditions (non-zero liquid water in the
channel), the mass of water in the anode channel is a con-
trollable mode, and can thus be steered back to zero with the
anode inputs (light blue shading in Table 3).

2. The anode GDL liquid water modes are controllable under
all non-flooding conditions (pink shading in Table 3).

3. During flooding, the water vapor (yellow shading in Table 3)
and liquid water states in the anode GDL are uncontrollable.
Under this condition, small changes in anode inlet/outlet
flow do not influence water vapor concentration in the chan-
nel, thus blocking influence on GDL liquid states.

4. Observability of anode liquid water, on the other hand, im-
proves with flooding conditions as the liquid water is seen
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Table 3. CONTROLLABILITY PBH EIGENVECTOR TEST RESULT

Flooding Borderline san[3] < sim

Mode 24 10 7 24 10 7 24 10 7

san 0 0 0 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.07

san 0 0 0 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01

san 0 0 0 2e-3 9e-4 7e-4 0.01 0.01 0.01

sca 0 0 – 0 0 – 0 0 –

sca 0 0 – 0 0 – 0 0 –

sca 0 0 – 0 0 – 0 0 –

mch
w,an 0.043 0.089 0.089 12.0 11.9 11.9 12.2 11.6 11.9

cch
an 18.3 19.4 19.4 15.4 16.9 16.9 10.5 16.8 16.8

cch
ca 28.0 21.3 21.3 28.0 21.3 21.3 28.0 21.3 21.3

cch
ca 3.36 3.60 3.60 3.36 3.60 3.60 3.36 3.60 3.60

mch
w,ca 12.7 – – 12.7 – – 12.7 – –

cH2 5.90 – – 6.07 – – 6.80 – –

cH2 8.82 – – 9.24 – – 9.20 – –

cH2 5.03 – – 6.03 – – 3.30 – –

cv,an 0 – – 1.03 – – 2.74 – –

cv,an 0 – – 1.83 – – 6.06 – –

cv,an 0 – – 0.98 – – 0.36 – –

cO2 3.79 – – 3.79 – – 3.58 – –

cO2 6.60 – – 6.60 – – 6.60 – –

cO2 2.10 – – 2.10 – – 2.10 – –

cv,ca 0 – – 0.34 – – 0 – –

cv,ca 0 – – 1.03 – – 1.86 – –

cv,ca 0 – – 1.36 – – 2.27 – –

cN2 6.28 – – 6.28 – – 6.27 – –

Markers to key results (summarized below)

Table 4. OBSERVABILITY PBH EIGENVECTOR TEST RESULT

Flooding Borderline san[3]<sim

Mode 24V 10V 10H 10VH 7V 24V 10V 10H 10VH 24V 10V

san 1.09 1.09 0 1.09 1.09 0 0 0 0 0 0

san 0.48 0.48 0 0.48 0.48 0 0 0 0 0 0

san 0.17 0.16 0 0.16 0.16 0 0 0 0 0 0

sca 0 0 0 0 – 0 0 0 0 0 0

sca 0 0 0 0 – 0 0 0 0 0 0

sca 0 0 0 0 – 0 0 0 0 0 0

mch
w,an 2.34 2.34 0 2.34 2.34 0.30 0.29 0.56 0.63 0.30 0.29

cch
an 0.41 0.49 0 0.49 0.46 0.62 0.46 0.23 0.52 0.61 0.46

cch
ca 14.7 18.1 0 18.1 18.1 14.7 18.1 0 18.1 14.7 18.1

cch
ca 5.64 8.49 0 8.49 8.49 5.64 8.50 0 8.50 5.64 8.50

mch
w,ca 0 – – – – 0 – – – 0 –

cH2 0.76 – – – – 0.77 – – – 0.78 –

cH2 0.55 – – – – 0.54 – – – 0.54 –

cH2 0.17 – – – – 0.17 – – – 0.14 –

cv,an 1.22 – – – – 1.16 – – – 1.52 –

cv,an 0.40 – – – – 0.52 – – – 1.14 –

cv,an 0.13 – – – – 0.16 – – – 0.42 –

cO2 29.5 – – – – 29.5 – – – 29.5 –

cO2 23.4 – – – – 23.4 – – – 23.4 –

cO2 7.26 – – – – 7.26 – – – 7.26 –

cv,ca 1.67 – – – – 1.50 – – – 0.27 –

cv,ca 0.42 – – – – 0.42 – – – 0.27 –

cv,ca 0.04 – – – – 0.17 – – – 0 –

cN2 6.85 – – – – 6.85 – – – 6.85 –

Markers to key results (summarized below)

in the degradation of the voltage due to liquid buildup in the
channel (pink shading in Table 4).

5. GDL liquid water is only observable under flooding con-
ditions, and then only in the anode. Cathode liquid water
(GDL and channel) is unobservable under all conditions due
to the decoupling of vapor and liquid under the assumption
of a saturated cathode channel.

6. The number of observable mode increases significantly with
use of voltage output versus use of relative humidity alone
due to the many states contributing to the voltage estimation.

7. Use of relative humidity output alone results in unobserv-
able anode channel modes during flooding (yellow shading
in Table 4).

8. Combination of both outputs does not increase the number
of modes that are observable due to output state redundancy,
however observability of the anode channel modes improves
when both outputs are used (light blue shading in Table 4).

9. When gaseous states in the GDL are reduced to algebraic
equations, those voltage output matrix states are transformed
to the channel concentrations via the analytic solutions (38).

The significance of the above results can be summarized:

1. Though GDL liquid modes are not controllable under flood-
ing, stabilization of the anode water dynamics is possible
since the unstable anode channel water mass is controllable.

2. The unobservable anode channel water mass when φ is the
only output during flooding implies that though the water
mass can be driven to zero, the controller will will not have
any information on when the mass will be eliminated. If in-
tegral control is used, wind-up will be a concern. A combi-
nation of cell voltage and relative humidity outputs would al-
leviate this issue by making the water mass observable. Each
of these two outputs provide important information lacking
in the other; voltage output informs the controller that ac-
tuation is needed, and φ has information regarding whether
drying or flooding is causing the voltage loss.

3. Together with channel liquid controllability above, control-
lability of the GDL liquid modes under all non-flooding
conditions implies that the GDL liquid distribution can be
shaped by the proposed inputs.

4. As s[n] nearest the channel falls below the immobile satu-
ration, controllability of liquid modes declines due to the
buffer caused by the non-equilibrium condition in section n.

5 CONCLUSIONS
The liquid distribution within the GDL is controllable during

non-flooding channel conditions, implying that practical fuel cell
inputs can be effectively used to prevent flooding throughout the
fuel cell. Further, the channel water mass is controllable even
under flooding conditions though the mass is predominantly in
liquid form. Again under flooding conditions, the combination
of voltage and channel humidity outputs renders the channel wa-
ter mass observable, thus state feedback to stabilize the channel
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water is feasible. Use of channel humidity as the sole output is of
questionable value as the channel water mass is not observable,
at least in the linear model case, during flooding conditions.
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6 APPENDIX
Examples show that the linearized 24-state model accurately

reflects the nonlinear system response to small input variations
from equilibrium. Table 5 lists the key equilibrium values. In or-
der to obtain linearization models, only the hydrogen stoichiom-
etry was varied due to its strong influence on anode channel water
mass (i.e. water vapor concentration).

Table 5. EQUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS FOR LINEARIZATION.

Condition H2 Stoich Ist [A] O2 Stoich Temp [K]

Borderline 2.02 75 3.0 333
Flooding 1.90 75 3.0 333
Drying 2.06 75 3.0 333

In this application, a coarse spatial discretization of the GDL
into three sections was performed. Sec. 1 is closest to the mem-
brane for anode and cathode, and sec. 3 is next to the channel.

The top subplots of Figs. 3-4 show s, the time-varying water
saturation, for applicable sections of the GDL (typical values are
between 0.11 and 0.16). The middle subplots show the water
vapor concentration for the channel and each section.
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Figure 3. BORDERLINE CASE: LINEAR SYSTEM TRACKS NONLIN-

EAR SYSTEM FOR A STACK CURRENT STEP UP/DOWN OF 25A.
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Figure 4. FLOODING CASE: LINEAR SYSTEM TRACKS NONLINEAR

SYSTEM FOR A STACK CURRENT STEP UP/DOWN OF 25A.

Finally, the bottom subplots show the stepped input stack
current. With changes in Ist , both s and cv respond due to the de-
pendence of anode flow rate and water production on stack cur-
rent. For borderline and drying (not shown) cases, responses of
sections near the channel are opposite to Ist changes, while sec-
tions near the membrane move in phase with Ist . However, under
the flooding case, all sections are positively correlated to Ist . As
can be seen from Figs. 3-4, the linearizations match the nonlinear
system responses well for Ist steps up/down. Though not shown
here, significantly larger input steps than those of Figs. 3-4 will
result in notable response error (i.e. effect of nonlinearities).
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